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Gamma Solutions introduces the 70 series - the Answer to the Industry's Need for NoCompromise Rugged Mobile Computing
Melbourne January 13th 2011- Gamma Solutions is proud to announce the launch of the
Intermec 70 Series, its next generation portfolio of ultra-rugged mobile computers,
delivering unparalleled performance to maximise worker uptime and efficiency.
Comprised of four products over one platform, the 70 Series nearly doubles Intermec's
mobile computer portfolio in one release.
The Intermec 70 Series comprises four distinct products sharing a common platform and
capabilities – the Intermec CN70 (field service, transportation and logistics), the Intermec
CN70e (direct store delivery/route accounting), the Intermec CK70 (parcel delivery in
courier, express and postal operations) and the Intermec CK71 (manufacturing and
warehousing). All in the smallest and lightest form factors in their respective classes,
each product is built to help businesses optimise resources to improve operational
efficiency, support future growth, and deliver high customer satisfaction.
“The new Intermec 70 Series provides our customers with some exciting new technology
such as the choice of either the new EA30 scan engine which is capable of scanning
both 1D and 2D barcodes or the 3rd generation EX25 scan engine. The Intermec 70
Series also has both motion tolerance and an advanced aiming system which we believe
will have great benefit to our customers” says Gamma Solutions National Sales Manager
Paul Pleming.

About Gamma Solutions
Gamma Solutions Pty Ltd (www.gammasolutions.com) is an Australian owned company,
based in Melbourne, with offices in Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth. Founded in
1992, the company provides all the components of a mobile computing, RFID and data
collection systems such as portable terminals, scanners, printers, wireless networks,
middleware software and implementation services. Gamma Solutions is an Intermec
Honour partner, a Cisco Select partner, an Oracle One partner, a Sybase mobility
partner, Zebra Partnersfirst and an LXE authorised partner.
Gamma Solutions is a company committed to providing quality, practical and flexible
solutions to suit the needs of its customers

